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Sir/madam, 

  Hope you all are safe at home. Amidst the difficult times we are witnessing due to 

COVID-19 national lockdown, academic activities of the University of Mysore have been 

interrupted. Govt. of Karnataka/University of Mysore is keen to know the pending 

syllabus to be taught/covered on each course with regard to teaching learning activities of the 

higher education institutions. It is learnt that some of the individual faculty members and 

students are engaging themselves in teaching learning by utilising the available technology 

like' Zoom App' (www. zoom.us.in) and Whatsapp groups and other apps while they are 

locked down at home. 

  Hon'ble Vice Chancellor has appreciated these efforts and felt like suggesting to all 

other faculty members to utilise the same for the benefit of teaching learning amongst 

teachers and students. You are hereby advised to take initiative to  send (icd@uni-

mysore.ac.in), status of pending syllabus to be completed/study material/ppt's/videos/short 

films/ notes and any other forms already available/ prepared by the individual faculty 

members and to do the needful on or before 14th April 2020. The received material would be 

uploaded in the University website against each department/course with due considerations. 

Later, students would be advised to make use of their valuable time efficiently with this quick 

needy arrangement.  Simultaneously it  is also suggested to coordinate with those  who are in 

possession  of Smart phones and Whatsapp groups (Dept wise/ class wise) shall conduct 

online teaching learning classes/activities using ZOOM App/ any other and also further 

suggested  to work from home. Kindly refer the attached file to know more about ZOOM app 

and other relevant apps and their usage. 

   Thank you. 

  The progress report (as per the enclosed format) from time to time with regard to 

this would be highly appreciated and acknowledged by the University of Mysore. Wishing 

you all 'safe stay at home'. 

With best regards and Sincerely, 

Sd/- 

Registrar,  

University of Mysore,  

Mysore 
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Dear all faculty members,  

  Hope you are all safe at home. Amidst the difficult times we are witnessing due to 

COVID-19 national lockdown, accademic activities of the University of Mysore have been 

interrupted. It is learnt that some of the individual faculty members and students are engaging 

themselves in teaching learning by utilising the available technology like' Zoom App' 

(https:// zoom.us/download) while lock down at home.  

  Hon'ble Vice Chancellor appreciated these efforts on 30th March at his official 

residence and felt like suggesting to all other faculty members to utilise the same for the 

benefit of teaching learning amongst teachers and students. Those who are in possession of 

Smart phones and WhatsApp groups (Dept wise/ class wise) shall conduct online teaching 

learning classes/activities using ZOOM app and also further suggested to work from home. 

Kindly refer the below link  https://zoom.us/rec/play/ucYoIumtq243G9fAswSDUPArW9W-

eKis1Cga8_EPmk7mAnFQMAevZ7IQZefBr9eLpOtBNxuUZZ4WFxrQ?continueMode=true

  to know more about ZOOM app and it's usage.  

Thank you. 

  The progress in regard would be highly appreciated and acknowledged by the 

University of Mysore.  

Wishing you all 'safe stay at home'.  

 With best regards and Sincerely, 

Sd/- 

Registrar 

University of Mysore,  

Mysore.   

   For android phone   

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=us.zoom.videomeetings&hl=en_IN 
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